ACTIVEGUARD

Priority claimed from 15/03/2017; Application No. : 292681 ;Israel
3613016 15/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359000]
LOG PLASTIC PRODUCTS COMPANY (1993) LTD.
Kibbutz Ashdot Ya'acov Ichud 1515500 D.N. Jordan Valley Israel
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDESHNA BANERJEE
K&S PARTNERS, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19 "A" Main, HAL II Stage (Ext.), Bangalore-560038, Karnataka, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Humectants; desiccants; desiccants for absorbing moisture; chemicals for absorbing oxygen; chemical sorbents; industrial chemicals; mineral sorbents; filtering materials [mineral substances]; chemicals for use in the manufacture and finishing of unprocessed plastic concentrates for use in the manufacture of thermoplastics containing additives; chemical products for use in industry, namely adsorbents; chemical products for use in industry and science, namely humectants, desiccants and anti-condensation agents; chemical products for industry and science, namely products for maintaining relative humidity levels within product packaging and within pharmaceutical products, nutritional products, vitamin supplements and diagnostic products and within medical and dental product packaging.
3778539 07/12/2017

[International Registration No.: 1392712]

SHANDONG RIKE CHEMICAL CO., LTD.
No. 1 Building, No. 3999, Yingxuan Street, Economic Development Zone, Changle Town, Weifang City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Industrial chemicals; polymer resins, unprocessed; polyvinyl chloride resins; dispersions of plastics; synthetic resins, unprocessed; acrylic resins, unprocessed; plasticizers; emulsifiers; synthetic resins, unprocessed; plastics, unprocessed.
Priority claimed from 26/07/2017; Application No.: UK00003246264; United Kingdom
3778576 19/12/2017
[International Registration No.: 1392726]
William Blythe Limited
Bridge St, Church Accrington, Lancashire BB5 4PD United Kingdom
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical preparations for use in industry; chemical absorbents; chemicals used for absorbing gas; gas absorbents;
chemical absorbents for removal of hydrogen sulphide from gas streams; chemical absorbents for removal of
contaminants from gas streams.
NUOERFLOC

3781656  08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393158]
Shandong Noel Biological Technology Co., LTD
Haigang Road South, 6 Road East of Harbour West, Economic Development District, DongYing ShanDong China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Additives, chemical, to drilling muds; acrylic resins, unprocessed; oil-separating chemicals; water-purifying chemicals; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; flocculants; chemical intensifiers for paper; synthetic resins, unprocessed.
Priority claimed from 05/12/2013; Application No. : 012398509 ;European Union

2711044   30/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1191712]

SÁNCHEZ ANTÓN, JOSÉ MARÍA
Avda. de Madrid, 146 A E-26006 Logroño (La Rioja) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; dyestuffs; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
Priority claimed from 25/07/2013; Application No. : 12975949 ;China 2704965 28/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1189282]
Shanghai Baifeng Investment Co., Ltd.
Room 309D, No. 21, Lane 596, Yanan Central Road, Jingan District Shanghai City CN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; cleanser essence; polishing wax; grinding preparations; essential oils; cosmetics; dentifrices; incense; shampoos for pets; air fragrancing preparations.
Priority claimed from 11/06/2013; Application No. : 134011485 ;France
2705816  28/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1189884]
PARFUMS CHRISTIAN DIOR
33 avenue Hoche F-75008 PARIS France
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up products; cosmetic products, cosmetic products for face and body care.
ROSES DE CHLOE

Priority claimed from 06/06/2013; Application No. : 011879161 ;European Union
2706728   05/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190342]
Chloe S.A.S.
5/7 Av. Percier F-75008 Paris France
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery, perfumes, essential oils, soaps, cosmetic preparations for skin, creams, lotions, deodorants.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 3

2706781 13/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190406]
Xtreme Lashes, LLC
24127 West Hardy Road Spring, TX 77373 US
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Eyelash fortifier, namely, nourishers, non-medicated restoration lotions, conditioners, and non-medicated treatment serums; hair fortifier, namely, nourishers, non-medicated restoration lotions, conditioners, and non-medicated treatment serums; and cosmetic products intended to enhance a person's appearance and holding case, for use in the application of eyelash extensions sold as a unit; refill kits consisting primarily of eyelash fortifier, namely, non-medicated restoration lotions, conditioners, and non-medicated treatment serum sold as a unit.
SHAREYDVA

2709122   26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191279]
TAT Inc.
4-50, Hino-cho, Nishinomiya-shi Hyogo 663-8022 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; false nails; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; nail art stickers; antistatic preparations for household purposes; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; rust removing preparations; laundry bleach; laundry bleaching preparations; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; laundry starch; starch for laundry purposes; beauty masks; perfumery; oils for perfumes and scents; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; incense; joss sticks; sachets for perfuming linen; potpourris [fragrances]; scented wood; air fragrancing preparations; false eyelashes; cosmetic nail care preparations; nail strengtheners; nail repair preparations; nail creams; nail polish removers; cleaners for cosmetic brushes; nail tips; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [funori]; soaps and detergents; body lotions; skin creams; adhesives for affixing false nails.
TAT

2709127  26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191278]
TAT Inc.
4-50, Hino-cho, Nishinomiya-shi Hyogo 663-8022 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; false nails; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; nail art stickers; antistatic preparations for household purposes; degreasers other than for use in manufacturing processes; rust removing preparations; laundry bleach; laundry bleaching preparations; adhesives for affixing false hair; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; laundry starch; starch for laundry purposes; beauty masks; perfumery; oils for perfumes and scents; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; incense; joss sticks; sachets for perfuming linen; potpourris [fragrances]; scented wood; air fragrancing preparations; false eyelashes; cosmetic nail care preparations; nail strengtheners; nail repair preparations; nail creams; nail polish removers; cleaners for cosmetic brushes; nail tips; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [funori]; soaps and detergents; body lotions; skin creams; adhesives for affixing false nails.
GRANDMA'S SECRET

Priority claimed from 18/10/2013; Application No.: 86094996; United States of America
2711757 27/11/2013
[International Registration No.: 1193786]
Porraro, Richard A.
1047 Sunnydale Drive Clearwater FL 33755 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO.
DDA SFS Flat No. 59, Pocket-1, Sector-4, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Adhesive removers; bar soap; cleaner for use on jewelry, inks, textiles, fabrics and clothing; gum removing preparations; skin moisturizer; spot remover; spray cleaners for use on textiles, fabrics and clothing; wrinkle removing spray for clothing.
AVON LUCK

Priority claimed from 06/08/2013; Application No. : 3016937 ;United Kingdom
2712414    30/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193542]
Avon Products, Inc.
601 Midland Avenue Rye NY 10580 US
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.,
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 025.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Non-medicated toilet preparations; toiletries; skin care preparations; skin moisturizers; body and beauty care preparations; powders, creams and lotions, all for the face, hands and body; cosmetic suntan preparations; soaps; shower and bath preparations; beauty masks; talcum powder; nail polish; nail polish remover; enamel for nails; false nails; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; eye makeup remover, eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, lipstick, lip liner, lip gloss; make-up foundation; blusher; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; preparations for cleaning, moisturising, colouring and styling the hair; preparations for cleaning the teeth; shaving and aftershave preparations; perfumes, fragrances, toilet waters, cologne; deodorants for human beings; anti-perspirants for personal use (toiletries); essential oils (cosmetic).
D I E M

Priority claimed from 27/12/2016; Application No. : 2016-144798 ;Japan
3613300 17/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359944]
I-NE CO., LTD.
2-2-2, Obayashi, Takarazuka-shi Hyogo 665-0034 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated mouth washes; dentifrices; preparations for the care of mouth; soaps; perfume; incense; breath
freshening preparations; deodorants for animals; breath fresheners; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach;
anti-static preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing
preparations; stain removing benzine.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 3

PolyGel

Priority claimed from 16/05/2016; Application No.: 87038043; United States of America
3615872 16/11/2016
[International Registration No.: 1360930]
Nail Alliance, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
6840 North Oak Trafficway Gladstone MO 64118 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; non-medicated nail and skin care preparations; beauty supplies, namely, nail care kits composed primarily of cuticle oil, UV top coat, nail primer, nail dehydrator, and also containing assorted nail files and nail buffers, acrylic nail sculpting forms, acrylic sculpting nail brush and instruction booklet; hand and body lotion; skin scrub; nail enamel.
STERALIGNER

Priority claimed from 19/07/2017; Application No. : 87533796 ;United States of America
3777307  28/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392264]
Larsam LP
2501-2505 Reeves Road Joliet IL 60436 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cleaning solution for removable dental appliances.
Priority claimed from 21/11/2017; Application No.: 4406314; France
3781669  28/11/2017
[International Registration No.: 1393059]
LABORATOIRES DE BIOLOGIE VEGETALE YVES ROCHER
La Croix des Archers F-56200 LA GACILLY France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Soaps; deodorants for personal use; perfumes; perfumery products for cosmetic use; home perfuming products excluding vaporizers; essential oils; cosmetic products; cosmetic products in any galenic form not for medical use; cosmetic shaving and after-shave products; cosmetic products for face and body care; cosmetic products for bathing and showering; cosmetic make-up and make-up removing products; sun care products for cosmetic use; products for hair treatment, care and beautification for cosmetic use; cosmetic products for foot and hand care; cosmetic products for nail care and beautification.
SPECTRUM PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.

2711239  26/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1191743]

Spectrum Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
157 Technology Drive Irvine CA 92618 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations, namely those for the treatment, prevention, and diagnosis of bacterial infections; fungal infections and inflammatory, nephrological, neurological, oncological, and urological conditions and diseases.
BALVALOR

Priority claimed from 19/06/2013; Application No. : 302013037448.7/05 ;Germany
2712338  18/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1193444]

Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10 40789 Monheim am Rhein Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hemophilia, cardiovascular diseases, pulmonary hypertension and cancer.
LATYVAR

Priority claimed from 19/06/2013; Application No. : 302013037451.7/05 ;Germany
2712536  18/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193445]
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Straße 10 40789 Monheim am Rhein Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hemophilia, cardiovascular diseases, pulmonary hypertension and cancer.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018 Class 5

EVOMUNIL

Priority claimed from 06/06/2013; Application No.: 134010458; France
2714716  29/11/2013
[International Registration No.: 1193370]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medicine; dietetic food and substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Priority claimed from 28/06/2013; Application No. : 85972453 ;United States of America
2715355   27/12/2013

[International Registration No. : 1193205]
INSMED INCORPORATED
10 Finderne Ave., Building 10, Bridgewater NJ 08807-3365 (United States of America)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of lung infections and pulmonary diseases.
INNOVACIONES DISRAS, S.L.
C/ Pintores, Nº 8 - Nave 7 Polígono Industrial Cepansa E-06400 Don Benito (Badajoz) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; sanitary products for medical use; dietetic substances for medical use; food for babies; plasters, material for dressings; teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
Women Perfect

Priority claimed from 27/04/2017; Application No. : 40201707499W ;Singapore 3612698 05/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359022]
Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd
101 Cecil Street, 17-07 Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533 Singapore
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral dietary supplements for humans; pharmaceutical drugs.
3613172  04/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359131]
Vitux Group AS
Brynsveien 11-13 N-0667 Oslo Norway
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chewable, blister protected omega-3 supplement; dietary supplements.
BROMITS

3613179  26/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359948]
MITSUI CHEMICALS AGRO, INC.
1-19-1, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0027 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin; insecticides; pesticides; fungicides; germicides; herbicides; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018, Class 5

Priority claimed from 09/03/2017; Application No. : 40201703869X; Singapore
3613589 14/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359280]
Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd
101 Cecil Street, 17-07 Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral dietary supplements for humans.
Men Perfect

Priority claimed from 27/04/2017; Application No. : 40201707501Q ;Singapore
3626558   05/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362533]

Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd
101 Cecil Street, 17-07 Tong Eng Building Singapore 069533 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral dietary supplements for humans; pharmaceutical drugs.
TRITENSOR

Priority claimed from 29/06/2017; Application No. : 4372615 ;France
3773645 20/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1391874]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products, medical preparations, veterinary preparations; sanitary products for medical purposes; dietetic
food and substances for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; food supplements for humans and animals; plasters,
materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental impressions; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin;
fungicides, herbicides.
满堂灌

3777311  03/01/2018

[International Registration No. : 1392038]

Qingdao Haolite Biological Pesticide Co., Ltd.
Malianzhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Germicides; slug exterminating preparations; fungicides for agricultural purposes; pesticides; chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]; herbicides; preparations for destroying noxious animals; chemical preparations for treating phylloxera; herbicides; acaricides.
3777626  03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1392037]
Qingdao Haolite Biological Pesticide Co., Ltd.
Malianzhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Germicides; slug exterminating preparations; fungicides for agricultural purposes; pesticides; chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]; herbicides; preparations for destroying noxious animals; chemical preparations for treating phylloxera; herbicides; acaricides.
TAKHZYRO

Priority claimed from 29/12/2017; Application No. : 87738368 ;United States of America
3777655  02/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1392285]
Dyax Corp.
55 Network Drive Burlington MA 01803 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hereditary angioedema.
TACLI BRET Y

Priority claimed from 29/12/2017; Application No.: 87738396; United States of America
3777785 02/01/2018
[International Registration No.: 1392287]
Dyax Corp.
55 Network Drive Burlington MA 01803 United States of America
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hereditary angioedema.
3779865  05/12/2017

[International Registration No. : 1392365]

Qingdao Haolite Biological Pesticide Co., Ltd.
Malianzhuang Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Germicides; slug exterminating preparations; fungicides for agricultural purposes; pesticides; chemical preparations to treat wheat blight [smut]; herbicides; preparations for destroying noxious animals; chemical preparations for treating phylloxera; herbicides; acaricides.
Qingdao Huanghai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No.17 Ke Yuan Jing Si Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes.
Priority claimed from 27/10/2017; Application No. : 017399122 ;European Union 3784331  15/12/2017

[International Registration No. : 1393500]

Bayer Aktiengesellschaft
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension.
DELTA BEAM

Priority claimed from 23/08/2013; Application No.: 012086666; European Union 2715729 13/01/2014
[International Registration No.: 1193002]
Peikko Group Oy
Voimakatu 3 FI-15101 Lahti Finland
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building materials of metal, namely metal beams.
Shandong Disai Electromechanical Co., Ltd.
No.69, Xuzhou Road, Dongying District, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; brass, unwrought or semi-wrought; tombac; german silver; bronze; copper wire, not insulated; brazing alloys; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for brazing and welding.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 6

International Registration No. : 1393545

Wenzhou Yeeka Hardware Co., Ltd.
1-3 Floor, No.49 fuyang North Road, Guoxi Street, Ouhai District Wenzhou City 325016 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Hinges of metal; latch bars of metal; door fasteners of metal; door handles of metal; door fittings of metal; padlocks; keys of metal; locks of metal for vehicles; chains of metal; locks of metal, other than electric.
HASTINGS

2710223 26/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192316]
HASTINGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
325 NORTH HANOVER STREET HASTINGS MI 49058 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land vehicle and machine internal combustion engine parts, namely piston rings, spacers and expanders.
2711692  19/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193131]
CHIORINO S.P.A.
Via S. Agata, 9 I-13900 BIELLA Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Conveyor and process belts.
Priority claimed from 08/08/2013; Application No. : BS2013C000451 ;Italy
2712191    21/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193595]
MESDAN S.p.A.
Via Masserino, 6 I-25080 Puegnago del Garda (BS) Italy
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S. A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textile industry machines and their parts; yarn knotting and splicing machines and their parts; yarn jointing devices, namely splicers and knotters.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018   Class 7

FALCON

CONTITECH USA, INC.
703 S. CLEVELAND-MASSILLON ROAD FAIRLAWN OH 44333-3023 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Power transmission belts for machines.
VSPe

Priority claimed from 19/01/2017; Application No. : 4020170008625 ;Republic of Korea
3607664 24/05/2017

[International Registration No. : 1358032]
ERAE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS CO., LTD.
664, Nongong-ro, Nongong-eup, Dalseong-gun Daegu 42981 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; air compressors; Compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines; compressors for machines; compressors for refrigerators; compressors for recovering and recycling refrigerant gases; refrigerant recovery pumps; air compressors for vehicles; compressors as parts of machines; compressors for air conditioners; centrifugal compressors; electric compressors; compressors for dehumidifying machines; axial flow compressors; turbocompressors; rotary compressors.
VSPi

Priority claimed from 19/01/2017; Application No. : 4020170008605 ;Republic of Korea
3607665  24/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358033]
ERAE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS CO., LTD.
664, Nongong-ro, Nongong-eup, Dalseong-gun Daegu 42981 Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blowing machines for the compression, exhaustion and transport of gases; air compressors; Compressors as parts of machines, motors and engines; compressors for machines; compressors for refrigerators; compressors for recovering and recycling refrigerant gases; refrigerant recovery pumps; air compressors for vehicles; compressors as parts of machines; compressors for air conditioners; centrifugal compressors; electric compressors; compressors for dehumidifying machines; axial flow compressors; turbocompressors; rotary compressors.
WIDIA GTD

Priority claimed from 01/12/2016; Application No. : 87253578 ;United States of America
3607752 31/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358874]
Kennametal Inc.
1600 Technology Way, P.O. Box 231 Latrobe PA 15650 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Power-operated taps and tap sets and power-operated thread mills and thread mill sets.
3613036 03/05/2017

[International Registration No. : 1359587]

SHANGHAI HUGONG ELECTRIC (GROUP) CO., LTD
7177 WaiQingSong Hwy, Qingpu District 201700 Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; robots [machines]; cutting machines.
万农达

3778581  07/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392537]
Qingdao Wannongda Peanut Machinery Co., Ltd.
Hetoudian Town, Laixi District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sowers [machines]; weeding machines; agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; grain husking machines; agricultural machines; pulverisers [machines]; reapers; reapers and threshers; stalk separators [machines]; food preparation machines, electromechanical.
Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No.: 1891470; Australia
3779816  20/12/2017
[International Registration No.: 1392549]
Ebs-Ray Pumps Pty Ltd
156 South Creek Rd Cromer NSW 2099 Australia
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motorized pumps, machine operated pumps, positive displacement pumps, sliding vane pumps, rotary vane pumps, lobe
pumps, submersible regenerative turbine pumps, regenerative turbine pumps, and accessories therefore, including
control equipment, strainers and by-pass valves.
3779836  05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392529]
Shenzhen Ding Pin Electrical Appliance Co., Ltd.
A910, Jiansheng building, Pingji avenue, No 1 nanwan, Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bread cutting machines; kitchen machines, electric; whisks electric, for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; food processors [electric]; butter machines; mixing machines; centrifugal mills; mixers [machines]; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical.
3781655  05/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393043]
Qingdao Weiteng Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.
Hujiagou Village, Zirhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Concrete vibrators.
GHD CURVE

Priority claimed from 02/07/2013; Application No. : 011950921 ;European Union
2706243 03/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190324]
Jemella Group Limited
Bridgewater Place, Water Lane Leeds LS11 5BZ United Kingdom
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA CHUGH
8/2 Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi - 110060
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
CL.8; Hair irons; electric hand-operated implements and appliances for styling hair; non-electric hand-operated implements and appliances for styling hair; scissors; razors; electric razors and hair cutters; cases, parts, fittings and accessories all for the aforesaid goods.
Qingdao Awyesh Biopharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No.1, Huamei Road, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used

Hand tools, hand-operated; shovels [hand tools]; syringes for spraying insecticides; livestock marking tools; instruments and tools for skinning animals; reamers; bow saws; borers; cattle shearsers; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons].
ARRI Master Anamorphic

Priority claimed from 03/04/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 025 392.2/09 ;Germany
2699294    12/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1189222]
Arnold & Richter Cine Technik GmbH & Co. Betriebs KG
Türkenstrasse 89 80799 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJANI SINGHANIA & PARTNERS LLP
P-24 GREE PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Multifunctional remote controls for film and video recorders; objectives; anamorphic lenses; anamorphic objectives; adaptors; accessories for the aforementioned goods as well as spare parts, included in this class; adapted transport cases for the aforementioned goods (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).
BIG SUR

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 46937 ;Trinidad and Tobago
2706475   06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190330]
Coast Research LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer features and applications for individuals with hearing and vision impairments and physical and learning disabilities; computers, computer software.
YOSEMITE

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 46936 ;Trinidad and Tobago
2706598    06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190557]
YOSEMITE RESEARCH LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer operating system software.
REDWOOD

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 46942 ;Trinidad and Tobago
2706756 06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190554]
Yosemite Research LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer software, including computer software for navigation, travel route planning, geographic, transportation and traffic information, driving and walking directions, street atlas information, electronic map display, and destination information.
SHASTA

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 46954 ;Trinidad and Tobago
2706920 06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190616]
Antalos Apps LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Mail, messaging, calendar, reminder, contacts, and other computer software.
REDTAIL

Priority claimed from 07/06/2013; Application No. : 46952 ;Trinidad and Tobago
2706945  06/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190631]
Cassowary Devices LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Voice recognition, dictation, dictionary, and other computer software.
Priority claimed from 11/07/2013; Application No. : 650158 ;Switzerland

2709110   30/10/2013

[International Registration No. : 1191179]

Multi-Holding AG
Stockbrunnenrain 8 CH-4123 Allschwil Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJAN SEN & ASSOCIATES
17 CHAKRABERIA ROAD (SOUTH), KOLKATA 700025, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Pins and sockets for electric connections; electric contacts; electrical components; electrical connectors; electric switches; polarity inverters; crossbar distributors.
Priority claimed from 23/05/2013; Application No. : 1268870 ;Benelux

2710571  08/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1192034]

NXP B.V.
High Tech Campus 60 EINDHOVEN Netherlands

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Electronic, electro technical and electromagnetic modules; data processing equipment, data storage apparatus; microprocessors; interfaces for computers; integrated circuits (ICs), chips (integrated circuits); semiconductors; smart cards; smart card integrated circuits; RFID chips and tags; computer hardware and software for creating, programming, controlling, encoding, scanning, reading and interpreting RFID chips and tags; contactless smart cards; dual interface smart cards; dual interface integrated circuits (ICs) that provide a link between contactless cards and contact cards; writers and readers for wireless transmission to and from transponder chips; electronic apparatus for writing and reading of wireless transmission to and from transponder chips; computer programs for controlling transmission of data to and reading of data from transponder chips; data processing machines for fare determination using transponder chips.
Priority claimed from 29/08/2013; Application No. : 2013-067127 ;Japan
2710706   12/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191948]
HOTRON CO., LTD
11-26, Hyakunincho 1-chome, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 169-0073 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sensors of reflective infrared type for automatic doors; photoelectric sensors for automatic doors; ultra-sonic wave sensors for automatic doors; detectors for land vehicles; sensors of reflective infrared type for detecting land vehicles; photoelectric sensors for detecting land vehicles; ultra-sonic wave sensors for detecting land vehicles; electromagnetic sensors for detecting land vehicles; motion detectors; sensors for indicating a person out-of-bed.
Priority claimed from 26/07/2013; Application No. : 012017323 ;European Union
2710824   17/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1191850]
Pentair Technical Solutions GmbH
Langenalber Strasse 96-100, 75334 Straubenhardt (Germany)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Housings of metal for electronic apparatus.
AGENTIN

Priority claimed from 28/06/2013; Application No. : 011940574 ;European Union
2711063  11/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191742]

TE Connectivity Germany GmbH
Ampèrestr. 12-14 64625 Bensheim DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Press fit pin, compliant pin.
Priority claimed from 17/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 032 896.5/09 ;Germany
2711278    14/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191681]
ROSENBERGER Hochfrequenztechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 1 83413 Fridolfing Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching purposes; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity, in particular the aforesaid apparatus and instruments in the field of high-frequency engineering as well as in the field of the industrial measuring and testing technique; electronic components, electric and electronic switches and circuits, and connecting elements, including pin and socket connections (included in class 9), in particular for transmission of signal and data and for ethernet applications; electric cables, fibre optic cables, optical fibre cables, optical fibres and cable harnesses, plugs, couplings, sockets, distributor housings, protective housings, splicing modules, ducts and mounts adapted therefor.
EPICCARE

2712118    27/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193682]
Epic Systems Corporation
1979 Milky Way Verona WI 53593 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Computer programs and accompanying manuals sold as a unit for use by healthcare providers to access and maintain medical records.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846, 23/04/2018

maidsafe

2715247 06/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193280]
MAIDSafe.NET LIMITED
6 Forbes Drive Ayr, KA8 9FG GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXFONS
1/B, STREET NO. 4, EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software.
1260 INFINITY

3597804  25/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1356678]
AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
5301 Stevens Creek Blvd. Santa Clara CA 95051 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ultra High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (UHPLC) equipment comprising chromatographic columns, cartridges, pumps, separation devices in single and multi-well formats, detectors, injectors, filters, and autosamplers; laboratory operating systems comprising of computer hardware and computer software for use in connection with ultra high pressure liquid chromatography systems (UHPLC).
HOME BEST

3602083  23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1357308]
NINGBO LANDLINK IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD.
Room 302, Complex Building, Yubo West Park, Hushan Street, Cixi Zhejiang China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scales; slide calipers; cameras [photography]; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; lightning arresters; fire extinguishers; pince-nez; films, exposed.
PRO PLUS

3613065  07/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359508]
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Memory cards for home television games; memory cards for digital cameras and camcorders; memory cards for video game machines; memory cards for smart phones; memory cards for computers; memory cards for tablet computers.
SURFACE

Priority claimed from 03/11/2016; Application No. : 87224867 ;United States of America
3615332   03/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1360927]
CRANE & CO., INC.
One Beacon Street, 17th Floor Boston MA 02108 United States of America
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optically variable security films, foils, laminates, sheets, bands, strips, threads and patches composed primarily of plastic for at least partial incorporation in and/or for mounting on: secure and non-secure documents and cards, in particular banknotes, currencies, passports, visas, titles, licenses, registrations, checks, money orders, original documents, certificates of authority, tickets, gift certificates, credit/debit cards, access cards and identification (ID) documents and cards, and labels, tags, tickets and packaging for secure and non-secure goods.
HERMOPHTIC

Priority claimed from 16/06/2017; Application No. : 4369212; France
3777357 14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392060]
CONESYS EUROPE
20 avenue Jean Monnet F-31770 COLOMIERS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; optical fibers; fiber-optic couplings; coupling sleeves for fiber optics; fiber-optic connections; protective sheaths for fiber-optic cables; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; fibre-optic periscopes; fiber-optic cables; electric wires and cables; electric cables with mineral insulation; electric cable connectors; electric connectors, electronic connectors, fiber-optic connectors; optical interconnection devices that can evolve in severe environments, namely: hydraulic pressure, air pressure, vacuum (space), corrosion; optical interconnection devices as embedded equipment subject to pressure variations.
Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 87704734; United States of America
3778570   13/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392928]
Google LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for transferring, retrieving, sharing and storage of data, photos, music and audio and video content; computer software for electronic file management and data storage management; computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for electronic file management and data storage management; computer application software for mobile phones, namely, software for file transfer and sharing; computer software for the transmission and sharing of data and information.
shoulderpod

Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : 017174021 ;European Union
3779841    14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392942]
Shoulderpod
c/ Francoli 26, local 2 E-08006 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Equipment for handheld mobile phone device containing a photographic and video camera, namely, mounts, rigs, supports, portable lighting devices, portable battery packs and interchangeable lenses, external microphones all of which are especially adapted for use with the handheld mobile phone device containing a photographic and video camera; accessories for mobile phone devices, namely, mounts, rigs, supports, portable lighting devices, portable battery packs, external microphones and interchangeable lenses, all of which are especially adapted for use with mobile phone devices; straps and bags especially adapted for use with mobile phone devices; holders and fastening devices especially adapted for use with mobile phone devices; none of the above mentioned goods are mounted, rest or have direct contact with the human shoulder.
3783741   11/12/2017  
[International Registration No. : 1393717] 
Xu Ping 
No. 71, Cunmin Group, Shanshu Village, Zhangjia Village, Nanzui Town, Yuanjiang City Hunan Province China  
Proposed to be Used  
IR DIVISION  
Time recording apparatus; counters; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; semi-conductors; inductors [electricity]; cell switches [electricity]; relays, electric; light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; heat regulating apparatus; accumulators, electric.
LMRD

3784284  11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393610]
CNPS PETRO EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
No.38, Huanghe Road, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programmes [programs], recorded; counters; slide calipers; gas testing instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; alarms; chargers for electric batteries; protection devices for personal use against accidents.
INNOVA

2714653  26/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1193681]
General Electric Company
1 River Road Schenectady, NY 12345 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical x-ray diagnostic imaging equipment, and accessories and spare parts therefor, and instruction manuals sold therewith.
Cios Fit

Priority claimed from 27/01/2017; Application No. : 016296031 ;European Union
3587323  19/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1353746]

Siemens Healthcare GmbH
Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

X-ray apparatus for medical purposes, in particular mobile C-arm X-ray equipment; Parts of all the aforesaid apparatus and equipment.
Epigoal

Priority claimed from 14/06/2017; Application No. : 2017-078767 ;Japan
3784106  08/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393347]
FORCE ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
1576-2, Shimohiraide-Machi, Utsunomiya-Shi 321-0903 Tochigi Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments.
QINGDAO LICANG DISTRICT MARKET CONSTRUCTION SERVICE CENTER
No. 86 Feng Shan Road, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thread, surgical; suture materials; catgut; contraceptives, non-chemical; condoms; pessaries.
Priority claimed from 29/08/2013; Application No. : 2013-067327 ;Japan
2709111  20/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191224]
Sasakura Engineering Co., Ltd.
7-5, Mitejima 6-chome, Nishiyodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 555-0012 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
17 SHESHADRI ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seawater desalination apparatus; parts and fittings for seawater desalination apparatus; desalination plants; water
purifying apparatus; parts and fittings for water purifying apparatus; seawater purification apparatus and installations;
parts and fittings for seawater purification apparatus and installations; water softening apparatus and installations; parts
and fittings for water softening apparatus and installations; distillation apparatus; parts and fittings for distillation
apparatus; evaporators; parts and fittings for evaporators; drying apparatus; recuperators for chemical processing;
steamers for chemical processing; heat exchangers, not parts of machines; air-conditioning apparatus for industrial
purposes; parts and fittings for air-conditioning apparatus for industrial purposes; waste water treatment apparatus; parts
and fittings for waste water treatment apparatus; water supply installations; water sterilizers; water purifying apparatus
and machines for household purposes.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1 River Road Schenectady, NY 12345 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

LED lighting fixtures for indoor and outdoor lighting applications.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 , 23/04/2018 Class 11

HICON/H2Q

Priority claimed from 09/04/2013; Application No. : 011723376 ;European Union
2717676 08/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192346]
EBNER Industrieofenbau GmbH
Ebner-Platz 1 A-4060 Leonding Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHEETAL VOHRA
B-6/10, Safdarjung Enclave, New Delhi - 110 029

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial furnaces; heat treatment installations for metallic materials; burners and radiant tubes for heat treatment of metallic materials; nozzles.
3781717   11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393689]
Jiangsu Sunrain Solar Energy Co., Ltd.
Ninghai Industry Zone, Haizhou District, Lianyungang City Jiangsu Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Solar thermal collectors [heating]; bath installations; solar thermal collectors [heating]; heaters for hot tubs; showers; heating installations; pipes [parts of sanitary installations]; solar water heaters.
Road Smart

3784172   11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393284]
Socreat Electronics Technology Limited
6-7F, Building 13A, Taihua Wutong Industrial Park, Gushu, Xixiang, Baoan Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus and installations; searchlights; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lamps; diving lights; street lamps; miners' lamps; safety lamps; luminous tubes for lighting.
SCANIA INTERLINK

2706922  11/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190349]
SCANIA CV AKTIEBOLAG (PUBL)
SE-151 87 Södertälje Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Buses and structural parts therefor; motors and engines for land vehicles; in the class included parts of as well as fittings and accessories for the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 31/07/2013; Application No. : 13/4023794 ;France

2712215    29/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1193598]
COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN
12 Cours Sablon F-63000 CLERMONT FERRAND France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pneumatic tires and inner tubes for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading tires; tracks for track vehicles.
Priority claimed from 31/07/2013; Application No. : 13/4023804 ;France

2714858  29/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1193374]
COMPAGNIE GENERALE DES ETABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN
12 Cours Sablon F-63000 CLERMONT FERRAND France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Pneumatic tires and inner tubes for vehicle wheels; treads for retreading tires; tracks for track vehicles.
SCANIA CITYWIDE

2715969    11/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192867]
SCANIA CV AKTIEBOLAG (PUBL)
SE-151 87 Södertälje Sweden
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Buses and structural parts therefor; motors and engines for land vehicles; parts, fittings and accessories for the aforementioned goods.
Priority claimed from 16/06/2017; Application No. : 016872368 ;European Union
3783721   14/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393736]
TRW AUTOMOTIVE ESPAÑA, S.L.
Pol. Ind. Landaben, c/D, s/n E-31012 Pamplona (Navarra) Spain
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brakes for land vehicles; brake pads for land vehicles; brake components for vehicles.
SUNDUST

Priority claimed from 11/06/2013; Application No. : 645336 ; Switzerland
2706244  01/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1190273]

ROLEX SA
3-5-7 rue François-Dussaud CH-1211 Genève 26 Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFY & SAGAR
REMFY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Jewelry, timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, components of timepieces and accessories for timepieces not included in other classes, clocks and other chronometric instruments, chronometers, chronographs (timepieces), apparatus for timing sports events, time measuring and marking apparatus and instruments not included in other classes; dials (for timepieces), hands (for timepieces), boxes, cases and presentation cases for timepieces and jewelry.
Priority claimed from 04/11/2013; Application No. : 86109491 ;United States of America
2710252   04/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1192204]
Bulova Corporation
One Bulova Avenue Woodside, NY 11377 United States of America
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches.
HONEYGOLD

Priority claimed from 13/06/2013; Application No. : 011899341 ;European Union
2711009    13/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191720]
Minerva GmbH
Nordendstr. 12 80799 München DE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP
Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Horological and chronometric instruments.

Trade Marks Journal No: 1846 ,  23/04/2018        Class 14
NORTH EDGE

3784163   11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393285]
Xiamen WucaiLongniao Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 202, No. 51, Lianqian West Road, Siming District, Xiamen City Fujian Province China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Stopwatches; atomic clocks; clocks; wristwatches; watch bands; chronographs [watches]; chronometers; clocks and watches, electric; alarm clocks; watches.
YONBERG

2711286  23/08/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191755]
BIBOLLET Jean-Claude
Glapigny BP1 F-74230 Thônes France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Musical instruments; electronic musical instruments; music stands; cases for musical instruments; accordions; tuning hammers; reeds; bows for musical instruments; sticks for bows for musical instruments; drumsticks; conductors' batons; music rolls [piano]; perforated music rolls; basses (musical instruments); mouthpieces for musical instruments; musical boxes; catgut for musical instruments; buccins (trumpets); drums (musical instruments); carillons (musical instruments); castanets; hats with bells (musical instruments); bridges for musical instruments; pegs for musical instruments; zithers; clarions; clarionets; keyboards for musical instruments; handbells (musical instruments); concertinas; double basses; strings for musical instruments; string instruments (music); horns (sound instruments); cornets [musical instruments]; French horns (musical instruments); horsehair for bows for musical instruments; cymbals; tuning forks; mouthpieces for musical instruments; flutes; bamboo flutes; gongs; Jews' harps (musical instruments); guitars; harmonicas; harmoniums; harps; bow nuts for musical instruments; oboes; huqin (Chinese violins); lyres; mandolins; plectrums; chin rests for violins; bagpipes (musical instruments); ocarinas; organs; drumheads; pedals for musical instruments; pianos; pipa (Chinese guitars); picks for stringed instruments; wind pipes for organs; music stands; intensity regulators for mechanical pianos; saxophones; sheng (Chinese musical wind instruments); stands for musical instruments; bellows for musical instruments; dampers for musical instruments; suona (Chinese trumpets); music synthesizers; tambourines; drums (musical instruments); tom-toms; kettledrum frames; kettledrums (musical instruments); keys for musical instruments; triangles (musical instruments); trombones (musical instruments); trumpets; valves for musical instruments; violas; violins; xylophones.
Priority claimed from 27/04/2017; Application No. : 2017-59711 ;Japan
3612306   28/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359134]
NIPPON PAPER INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.
4-1, Ohji 1-chome, Kita-ku Tokyo 114-0002 Japan
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper and cardboard; packaging materials of cardboard or paper; industrial packaging containers of paper; envelopes of paper for packaging; bags of paper for packaging; paper pouches for packaging; garbage bags of paper for household purposes.
SHIELDPLUS PREMIER

Priority claimed from 27/04/2017; Application No.: 2017-59712; Japan
3613251 28/04/2017
[International Registration No.: 1359135]
NIPPON PAPER INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.
4-1, Ohji 1-chome, Kita-ku Tokyo 114-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION

Paper and cardboard; packaging materials of cardboard or paper; industrial packaging containers of paper; envelopes of paper for packaging; bags of paper for packaging; paper pouches for packaging; garbage bags of paper for household purposes.
GLYD RING

3773591  21/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390811]
Trelleborg Sealing Solutions Germany GmbH
Handwerkstr. 5-7 70565 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sheets (non-textile), blocks, rods and tubes, all made wholly or principally of plastics materials and all for use in the manufacture of engineering parts; seals, coatings made from plastics materials in the form of sheets or of films, for use in reducing friction in engineering parts; sealant compounds for joints seals.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Seals; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; canvas hose pipes; soundproofing materials; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; insulating varnish; expansion joint fillers; bags [envelopes, pouches] of rubber, for packaging.
3784295  14/12/2017

[International Registration No. : 1393126]

EASTAR HOLDING GROUP CO., LTD.
No.98, Yongxin Road, Shengtuo Town, Kenli County, Dongying City Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rubber, raw or semi-worked; synthetic rubber; rings of rubber; acrylic resins [semi-finished products]; vulcanite [ebonite]; artificial resins [semi-finished products]; rubber material for recapping tyres.
GALOP D'HERMES

Priority claimed from 03/07/2017; Application No. : 4373465 ;France
3777206   18/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1392063]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags, backpacks, traveling bags, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (wallets), key cases (leatherware), traveling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toiletry products (empty), clutch bags (evening handbags), minaudières.
Priori ty claimed from 07/10/2013; Application No. : 3025134 ;United Kingdom
2710837  29/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191981]
Marshalls Mono Limited
Landscape House, Premier Way, Lowfields Business Park, Elland West Yorkshire HX5 9HT United Kingdom
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
WADIA GHANDY & CO.  
N.M. WADIA BUILDING,123, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paving and building materials; walling materials; natural stone walling products; construction materials; paving and building materials made from natural stone; paving and walling blocks and bricks; paving and walling blocks and bricks made from natural stone; construction material of natural stone; natural stone; natural stone products; natural stone for building, paving and/or walling purposes; natural stone slabs, blocks, steps, sets, cobblestones and coping stones; kerbing products; kerbstones; kerbing and kerb units (non-metallic); kerbing products, including kerbstones, of stone; kerbing products, including kerbstones, of natural stone; drainage products, including drainage channels, of stone; drainage products, including drainage channels, of natural stone; edging stones and slabs, including of natural stone; parts and fittings for any or all of the aforesaid goods.
3784836  14/12/2017  

[International Registration No. : 1393127]  
Qingdao Zhengzhuang Industrial Co., Ltd  
zhengzhuang, Licang District, Qingdao City Shandong Province China  

Proposed to be Used  
IR DIVISION  
Building timber; stone; gypsum; cement; concrete building elements; asphalt; water-pipes, not of metal; buildings, not of metal; building glass; coatings [building materials].
KLEENEX

3612534   12/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359538]
KIMBERLY-CLARK WORLDWIDE, INC.
2300 Winchester Road Neenah WI 54956 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dispensers for soaps, facial tissue, bath tissue, paper towels, and wipers.
3784073    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393688]
Anhui Tongcheng Fangang Henghai Brush Factory
No.31 Hean road, Fangang Town, Tongcheng Anhui China
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brushes; material for brush-making; hair for brushes; tar-brushes, long handled; gloves for household purposes.
Priority claimed from 31/05/2013; Application No. : 85947422 ;United States of America
2705310    22/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1189566]
Fiberweb, Inc.
70 Old Hickory Boulevard Old Hickory TN 37138 United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sheets, laminates and textile fabrics of man-made fibers and filaments for industrial use.
Priority claimed from 04/04/2017; Application No. : 2017-044830 ;Japan
3615051  28/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1360240]
KINYOSHA CO., LTD.
1-2-2 Osaki Shinagawa-ku Tokyo 141-0032 Japan
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Printers” blankets of textile.
TICKMOKILLER

Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 016784688 ;European Union
3784339   13/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1393102]

CONCORDIA TEXTILES NV
Flanders-Fieldweg 37 B-8790 Waregem

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textiles and substitutes for textiles; textile piece goods for use in the manufacture of protective clothing; printed textile piece goods; textile with insect-repellent properties; heat-resistant textiles; waterproof textile fabrics; heat-resistant fabrics; fire-resistant fabrics.
2698886  20/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1184497]
AMS CORPORATION, LTD.
10-1 3F, KOFUEN 1 Chome, Nisinomiya-city Hyogo 662-0832 Japan
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. KUMAR & CO
S. Kumar & Co., Advocates & IP Attorneys, Flat No. 59, DDA SFS Flats, Pocket-1, Sector 4, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078, INDIA

**Proposed to be Used**

**IR DIVISION**

Jackets; skirts, trousers; belts for clothing; waistbands.
2717808   19/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1191382]
J&JOY SA
6, Avenue Edmond Leburton B-4300 WAREMME (Belgium)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROBIN GROSER
D-1/5 DLF Qutab Enclave Phase 1 Gurgaon Haryana
Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear.
NORMA KAMALI

3607727  31/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358884]

KAMALI, NORMA
11 WEST 56TH STREET NEW YORK NY 10019 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hosiery; t-shirts, blouses; suits; jackets; pants; slacks; skirts; swimwear; swim cover-ups; hats; shoes; dresses; skiwear;
exercise clothes, namely bras, sport tops, body suits, bike suits, jump suits, jog pants, bike pants; shorts, leggings,
panties, jackets, shirts, skirts, boxer shorts, sweatshirts, coats; hats, shoes, socks and tights.
3777317  03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1392017]
Qingdao Awyesh Biopharmaceutical Co., Ltd.
No.1, Huamei Road, Xiagezhuang Town, Laixi City, Qingdao City Shandong province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Overalls; clothing; waterproof clothing; layettes [clothing]; motorists' clothing; football boots; caps [headwear]; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; girdles.
International Registration No.: 1392265

Stussy, Inc.
17426 Daimler Street Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION

Clothing, namely, belts, jackets, pants, shirts, sweaters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, vests and headwear.
LIFTING THE MOMENT

3613105  10/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359666]
GE.MA.R. S.R.L.
Via Colle Marracone, snc CASALVIERI (Frosinone) Italy
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balloons; toy figures of plastic; inflatable toys; toys for colouring; pumps for toy balls and balloons; inflatable toys with decorative images; ornaments and decorations for Christmas trees; playing cards.